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Honda committed to the project, with the intention of meeting or exceeding the performance of
the then V8 engine Ferrari range, while offering reliability and a lower price point. Gordon
Murray , the designer of the McLaren F1 supercar, stated that he used the NSX as the inspiration
for the F1 after test driving many high performance cars and finding the NSX chassis performed
the best. Murray stated that the design was "monumental" to sportscar design. He found that
the car could easily have handled more power and attempted to convince Honda to develop a
more powerful engine, but they declined. This resulted in Murray developing the F1 with a BMW
engine, but he was so fond of the NSX that he bought one for personal use and drove it for
75,km. Murray stated that the NSX was "dear to his heart". It benefited from advanced
aerodynamics and styling inspired by an F fighter jet cockpit [5] and input from the late Formula
One World Champion, Ayrton Senna , during the final development stages. This NSX became
the world's first mass-produced car to feature an all- aluminium body. It was powered by an
all-aluminium 3. It was presented at the Chicago Auto Show and was built in a purpose-made
factory in Japan, for sale from It underwent a performance upgrade in , which saw the arrival of
a larger 3. Cars with the 3. This car never reached production as a street-legal car. The
production model was displayed three years later at the North American International Auto
Show, for sale in Although the original name was retained, this time it was defined as " N ew S
ports e X perience". The new NSX has a hybrid electric powertrain, witha 3. The transmission is
a 9-speed dual-clutch automatic. Its body utilizes a space frame designâ€”which is made from
aluminum , ultra-high-strength steel, and other rigid and lightweight materials, some of which
are the world's first applications. Hendrick was there to drive it off. From Wikipedia, the free
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supercar that you can drive every day is intriguing, the Acura NSX makes a great go-to option.
It's not as difficult to get in and out of as other six-figure sports cars such as the McLaren S ,
and its hybrid powertrain can be quiet when you need it to be, unlike the Mercedes-AMG GT 's.
Don't take that to mean it doesn't have copious accelerative powerâ€”how's horsepower
sound? While its performance is impressive, it isn't as mind-blowing as the similarly priced
Porsche Turbo 'sâ€”but its ride is refined enough to avoid being punishing over rough
stretches of pavement. Otherwise, the hybrid sports car rolls into the new year unchanged.
Acura doesn't separate the NSX lineup into trims, so there's just a single model that you can
customize to your liking. We dig bright colors, so opting for either the Indy Yellow or Thermal
Orange is a mustâ€”either hue will cost you extra. You can go nuts with the interior colors;
none of them cost extra, and the schemes include indigo blue, red, saddle brown , orchid
off-white , and ebony. If you can stomach their added cost with your choice of silver, red, or
orange calipers , the carbon-ceramic brake rotors are worth the upgrade if you plan to take your
NSX to the track. In our testing, it still snapped off lightning-quick acceleration times and
managed a 3. Its electric-only Quiet mode, however, gives it something its rivals don't have:
discretion. The NSX's hybrid-electric powertrain combines a twin-turbocharged 3. The V-6, the
nine-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission, and one of the electric motors work as a team

to power the rear wheels. The other two electric motors operate independently to drive the front
wheels, effectively giving the NSX all-wheel drive. In Quiet and Sport modes, the steering is
direct and accurate but light to the touch, which we think is an attempt to make the NSX feel
maneuverable on a day-to-day basis. Such a setup, however, feels out of place on such a
performance-oriented vehicle. In Sport Plus and Track modes, the electric-power-steering
system dials in more weight. Regardless of the setting, the steering is crisp, and the car
responds smartly to the slightest of driver inputs. Hybrid vehicles are more efficient in
stop-and-go city traffic than their gasoline-only rivals, and the NSX is no different. In our
real-world highway fuel-economy test, the NSX delivered a decent 23 mpg, beating its EPA
rating slightly but falling behind its nonhybrid rivals. Touted as the everyday supercar, the NSX
is certainly comfortable and intuitive enough for just about anyone to use as a daily driver. But
its cabin doesn't have the premium feel and luxurious amenities one expects from an Acura, let
alone one that is meant to compete with the best from England and Germany. Our test car
featured the optional leather-and-faux-suede seats, faux-suede headliner, and
carbon-fiber-trimmed steering wheel. The bright red leather appealed to the younger among our
staff, but some found it garish and juvenile. While the seats are comfortable, we'd prefer more
thigh support, and enthusiastic drivers will likely desire more side bolstering as well. For
something marketed as the everyday supercar, the NSX's interior storage cubbies aren't
especially commodious. Plus, we managed to fit just one of our carry-on suitcases inside the
tiny trunk. As with some other interior parts, the touchscreen system is taken from lesser
Acuras and Hondas, and the same complaints we have about them apply here, too. The
system's interface already looks outdated, and we found the menu setup to be unintuitive. To
make matters worse, its lack of redundant buttons and the unwieldy touch-sensitive volume
slider, which makes precise adjustments difficult, add an extra layer of complexity. Its lack of
driver-assistance features and absence of crash-test data might pose a concern for
safety-minded consumers; neither the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration nor the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety have completed crash testing for the NSX. A
comprehensive standard airbag system provides an acceptable level of protection. Key safety
features include:. Acura provides some of the most comprehensive coverage in the segment.
While a four-year or 50,mile limited warranty is offered by Audi, BMW, and Porsche, none
provide as much powertrain coverage as Acura. The NSX's sophisticated hybrid-electric
components are covered for eight years or , miles. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on the Acura NSX. The Car
and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Acura. Acura has exciting news for all the fans of the NSX model. The Acura NSX Type R has
been rumored numerous times, and the manufacture always tried to put a damper on
speculation. Generally, some of the renderings are available, and this supercar looks more
aggressive than any model in its class. The report also says that it will be powered by a
twin-turbo 3. Generally, its front fascia looks more aggressive with plenty of gloss-black trim
and painted grille garnish. Interestingly, the hood looks sporty, and Acura added two openings,
each on both sides, for better engine cooling. Overall, the design is purely artistic, thanks to
many curving lines and flared wheel arches. Acura also made this model more aerodynamic,
thanks to the use of a steel-and-aluminum body. So, expect very sporty seats dressed in full
Milano leather or Alcantara, probably with a Type R stitched logo in the middle. Generally,
unlike the standard NSX, we should expect Type R to feature a more sporty steering wheel and
probably the last-generation Acura infotainment system. However, under the Type R model, this
engine will be modified. The twin-turbocharged 3. However, unlike the regular model that
generates horses, this engine under the Type R model generates hp. On top of that, Acura will
most likely use a proven 9-speed dual-clutch automatic. Many believe that October is the month
when the manufacturer will showcase this sports car alongside the NSX Spider version. Source:
motor1. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Leave
this field empty. The car catches the attention of a huge number of car enthusiasts thanks to its
excellent handling, impressive speed, reliability as well as how easy it is to drive - which are not
usually associated with a supercar. So as you are looking for whether a new or used Honda NSX
for sale , it is necessary to read the review from car experts and consumers below to see if it is
worth your money. You just have to be sure whether the car fits your intended requirements.
The first generation Honda NSX began in and ended in The first generation provided its
consumers with a convenient room for 2 adults, a reasonable cargo space, a compliant ride,
otherworldly performance along with an exotic design. To continue the success the first
generation, Honda started to produce the second generation from and still continues until
today. The newborn Honda NSX is a hybrid car and has a better fuel economy compared to its
predecessors. Some interior parts of the second generation look quite cheap, which are not

what we expected in an expensive car. But see in detail you will find out the NSX owns its
distinctive design, with more angular lines which must incorporate all the vents and scoops
necessary for no fewer than 10 different radiators. The latest models received a smarter
gloss-black finish which is applied to the mesh in the front and rear bumpers and the chrome
finish of the upper front grille surround now color-matched to the bodywork. Instead of using
gullwing, swan or other avian trickery doors, the NSX just uses standard doors. When you get
into the car, you will see there is plenty of space for 02 adults with comfortable seats which are
designed to hold you tightly when the car starts speeding up. In general, the interior of the car
looks pretty stylish and modern but the biggest problem is with some of the materials used.
Some of the parts such as door handles, paddle shifts and dynamic mode selector are made of
plastic that look quite cheap. In terms of visibility, the NSX is doing so well. Additionally, the
rear window is big enough to help you see clearly what is following behind. The car is also
equipped with a standard rear-view camera so it makes the job of reverse parking become
easier. The car is fitted with a 7. Compared to other rivals, this system seems to be out of date
and the menu setup is unintuitive. Moreover, it is too hard to make precise adjustments due to
its unwieldy touch-sensitive volume slider and its lack of redundant buttons. So from our point
of view, it would be better if Honda replaces some plastic materials with more luxury materials
like metal, wood and leather. Besides, Honda also need to upgrade the infotainment system to
make it more modern like that of most rivals on the market nowadays. The trunk offers enough
space for just a small suitcase, no more. So if you travel to somewhere on the weekend and
need to bring some stuffs for the trip, the NSX will definitely not fit your demand. The car still
has the ability to snap off lightning-quick acceleration times and can speed up from 0 to 60 MPH
in just 3. In recent models, the combination of a hybrid-electric powertrain with a
twin-turbocharged 3. One electric motor works with the 9-speed dual-clutch automatic
transmission and the V-6 as a team to power the rear wheels. The other two electric motors run
separately to navigate the front wheels, successfully giving the car All-wheel-drive. In Track and
Sport Plus modes, the electri
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c-power-steering system dials in more weight. The steering is responsive and the car runs
smartly to the slightest of driver inputs. In Sport and Quiet modes, the steering is accurate and
direct but light to the touch. All models in second generation NSX are hybrid cars - that are
more efficient in busy city traffic than their gasoline-only competitors. As nowadays most
people tend to buy a used car from Japan , so if you want to buy a used NSX for sale aka Acura
Nsx Old Model directly from Japan, there are plenty of places for you to choose. In our stocklist,
we have many cheap used Honda NSX in good condition for sale. Active filter. Filter by Make.
Year - Month. Select port for CIF. Engine cc. Other Filters. Featured Links. Show 15 cars 24 cars
48 cars 96 cars. Select Port for Total price Inquire. Photo Source: motor1. Interior Design
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